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Abstract
It is currently impractical to predict glare in buildings
under a year’s worth of sky conditions, let alone for
multiple locations in a room, due to the time required to
render each view. We introduce a method to calculate
daylight glare probability (DGP) that replaces rendered
images with view factors to a discretized sky dome for
direct lighting. Our method accurately predicts DGP
under a year’s worth of climate-based skies on a grid of
sensor points in a matter of minutes. Using conventional
DGP simulation, this calculation would take 4600 core
hours, or 133,000 times longer than our method.

Introduction
We desire daylight in buildings to offset electric lighting
costs and promote the health and well-being of occupants
(Veitch, 2005). However, excessive daylight illuminance
and contrast can cause glare, and the transient nature of
daylight makes glare difficult to predict. Glare is highly
view dependent and subject to change with variation in
furnishings and finishes. Particularly in open-plan offices,
the combination of expansive glazing and flexible
furniture layouts makes glare difficult to mitigate through
design.
Daylight glare probability (DGP) is widely recognized as
the most reliable quantitative metric for glare (Wienold &
Christoffersen, 2006). A new European standard (EN
17037, 2018) recommends a minimum glare protection
for spaces where reading or computer work occur: DGP
should not exceed 45% for more than 5% of occupied
hours (Deroisy & Deneyer, 2017). We refer to the fraction
of time that a space operates independently without glare
as its glare autonomy. The autonomy concept has
previously been used to describe the independence of a
space from thermal, luminous, and ventilation control
(Ko, Schiavon, Brager, & Levitt, 2018). However, glare
autonomy presents a unique computational challenge
because conventional DGP prediction requires timeintensive image rendering. Calculating DGP for a
parametric design space can take thousands of core hours
(Jakubiec, 2018). For practicality, EN 17037 allows the
lighting designer to select only the most critical views for
glare analysis.
In this paper, we present a new method for calculating
DGP without images. Our method uses daylight
coefficient and sky matrices that have become common
for climate-based daylighting simulation. We replace the

luminance and illuminance terms of the DGP equation
with view factor-based calculations in a modified version
of the dctimestep program from RADIANCE (Larson &
Shakespeare, 1998). This matrix-based glare calculation
is significantly faster than rendered image-based
simulations. We speed the calculations up further by
computing the daylight coefficient matrices with GPUbased ray tracing. In a room model containing 819 sensor
points with eight viewing directions at each, we calculate
imageless DGP for 3508 occupied hours in two minutes.
This is 133,000 times faster than conventional DGP
simulation. Using this method, we can quickly create
spatial mappings of point-in-time glare and cumulative
glare autonomy.

Background
Glare is a subjective phenomenon in which excessive
brightness or contrast in a person’s field of view causes
visual discomfort. Depending on its magnitude, glare may
be classified as disability or discomfort glare. Disability
glare occurs when a bright light source in the field of view
produces a loss of contrast in the retinal image (CIE 117,
1995). Discomfort glare causes visual irritation but not
impairment; it may become disability glare as the light
source grows in area or brightness (Hopkinson, 1972).
Glare most often occurs when a bright light source such
as the sun appears directly in the field of view. The
primary exception to this is veiling glare, where a
reflected light source such as sunlight on a computer
monitor obscures a transmitted image (Jakubiec &
Reinhart, 2012).
Daylight Glare Probability
The likelihood that an occupant will experience glare in a
given view can be calculated through a variety of metrics,
including Daylight Glare Index (DGI) (Hopkinson, 1972),
CIE Glare Index (CGI) (Einhorn, 1979), Unified Glare
Rating (UGR) (CIE 117, 1995), Visual Comfort
Probability (VCP) (Harrold, 2003), and Daylight Glare
Probability (DGP) (Wienold & Christoffersen, 2006). Of
these, DGP is regarded as the most reliable because it
considers both brightness and contrast and because it
correlates with subjective assessments (Van Den
Wymelenberg, Inanici, & Johnson, 2010; Jakubiec &
Reinhart, 2012; Van Den Wymelenberg & Inanici, 2014;
Pierson, Wienold, & Bodart, 2018). While initially
developed for analysis of photographic images, DGP may
also be used for predictive analysis using rendered images
(Jones & Reinhart, 2017).
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DGP predicts the fraction of occupants who will
experience glare in a given view to be:
𝐷𝐺𝑃 = 5.87 × 10−5 𝐸𝑣 +
brightness term
𝑛

0.0918 × log10 (1 + ∑
𝑖=1

𝐿2𝑠,𝑖 𝜔𝑠,𝑖
(1)
2 ) + 0.16
1.87
𝐸𝑣 𝑃𝑖

contrast term

Where Ev is the vertical eye illuminance, Ls,i and ωs,i are
the luminance and solid angle of the ith glare source, and
the Guth position index Pi represents the eye’s sensitivity
to the source direction (Luckiesh & Guth, 1949). A
reference implementation of this formula forms the basis
of the evalglare program (Pierson, Wienold, & Bodart,
2018), now distributed with RADIANCE.
Human subject studies correlate certain DGP thresholds
with the onset of glare (Table 1). When DGP exceeds the
disturbing threshold, occupants are likely to complain of
glare. Thresholds below and above this indicate the onset
of perceptible and intolerable glare, respectively. Initial
studies in Germany and Denmark suggested a 40% DGP
threshold for uncomfortable glare (Wienold, 2009a).
However, additional studies in Idaho (Van Den
Wymelenberg & Inanici, 2014), Indonesia (Mangkuto,
Kurnia, Azizah, Atmodipoero, & Soelami, 2017), and
California (McNeil & Burrell, 2016) suggest thresholds
between 22% and 85% depending on situation and
culture. Notably, only the California study allowed
occupants to adjust their positions, leading to a much
higher glare threshold. Jakubiec’s adaptive zone concept
(2012) permits similar flexibility.
Table 1: DGP thresholds from previous studies
Glare Threshold
Perceptible Disturbing Intolerable
Germany, Denmark
35%
40%
45%
Idaho, USA
23%
25%
—
Indonesia
21%
22%
24 – 26%
California, USA
—
85%
—
Location

The duration of glare conditions also affects occupant
comfort (Jakubiec & Reinhart, 2016; Bian & Ma, 2018).
EN 17037 specifies that intolerable glare should not occur
in more than 5% of occupied hours. Wienold (2009b)
suggested this tolerance based on a similar allowance for
thermal comfort (EN 15251, 2007).
Simplified Glare Metrics
The major drawback of predictive DGP is the amount of
time required to render images used to derive the contrast
term of Equation (1). High-quality RADIANCE renderings
can take hours to produce, although Jones and Reinhart
(2017) showed that unbiased low-quality renderings
produce similar DGP results, and their production can be
sped up using graphics hardware through Accelerad.
Nonetheless, the time required to produce a set of
renderings for annual calculation or for analysis of many
views remains prohibitive for most applications.
To achieve faster predictions, some glare analysis
methods consider only brightness. Wienold (2009b)

developed a simplified DGP calculation (DGPs) based
solely on Ev. Because it ignores individual glare sources,
DGPs applies only for views without direct sun or
specular reflections. Wienold’s DGPs formula aligns the
40% threshold for disturbing glare with a vertical eye
illuminance of 3500 lux. Other human subject studies
found visual discomfort occurring at 2000 lux (Bian &
Luo, 2017), 1700 lux (Karlsen, Heiselberg, Bryn, &
Johra, 2015), 1500 lux (Jakubiec, Reinhart, & Van Den
Wymelenberg, 2015), or as low as 1250 lux (Van Den
Wymelenberg & Inanici, 2014). Horizontal illuminance is
sometimes used as a view-independent proxy for glare.
Based on horizontal illuminance, the Useful Daylight
Illuminance exceeded (UDI-e) metric predicts visual
discomfort well, underestimating discomfort in 6.9% of
cases and yielding false positives for glare occurrence in
4.8 – 5.8% of cases, while running 20 times faster than
DGP calculation (Jakubiec, 2018).
An improvement on fast DGP prediction uses separate
simulations for the brightness and contrast terms. Most
glare sources (typically defined as regions of the visual
field with luminance at least 2000 cd/m2 or five times the
average task luminance) represent direct views to the sun
or other light sources, so the luminance in Equation (1)
can be calculated with a faster zero-ambient-bounce
rendering. The enhanced simplified DGP metric (eDGPs)
combines a zero-ambient-bounce luminance simulation
with a lower-resolution illuminance simulation to
approximate DGP with high accuracy (relative mean bias
error (MBE) under 2% and relative root-mean-square
error (RMSE) under 5%) (Wienold, 2009b).
When glare calculations are applied to annual data to
create a climate-based daylighting metric (CBDM),
sampling methods can reduce overall simulation time.
Kleindienst, Bodart, and Andersen (2008) split the year
into 56 representative periods based on similar sun angles
with only one simulation per period. Using random
sampling, Sullivan and Donn (2018) achieve 6% error in
CBDM performance indices calculated for 10 days per
month and 10% error when sampling 5 days per month.
For spatial CBDM calculations, they achieve additional
speedup by reducing sensor grid resolution to 10 × 10.
Recently, many CBDM calculations have been sped up
using multi-phase methods. Rather than performing
traditional luminance or illuminance calculations (using
the RADIANCE rpict and rtrace programs, respectively),
multi-phase methods use rcontrib to calculate
contributions of sky patches to the luminance or
illuminance of a scene (Subramaniam, 2018). Point-intime luminance and illuminance levels are linear
combinations of these contributions calculated by matrix
multiplication (using the program dctimestep). The twophase method corresponds to simple daylight coefficients
(Tregenza & Waters, 1983). The three-phase method
incorporates complex fenestration systems with moderate
accuracy (MBE below 13% and RMSE below 23%)
(McNeil & Lee, 2013), while the more precise five-phase
method achieves less than 10% error for DGP (GeislerMoroder, Lee, & Ward, 2017).
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Method
Our method, called imageless DGP, achieves fast annual
DGP simulation without sacrificing the contrast term or
hourly resolution. The fundamental idea is to replace the
luminance and illuminance terms in Equation (1) with
multi-phase method calculations.
Brightness Term
The brightness term of Equation (1) depends solely on
vertical eye illuminance (Ev), which we calculate via the
two-phase method:
𝐸𝑣′ = 𝑘𝐷8 ∙ 𝑆
(2)
where D8 is a vector of daylight coefficients calculated by
rcontrib with 8 ambient bounces, S is a vector of sky patch
radiance generated by gendaymtx, and k is the luminous
efficacy of daylight approximated at 179 lumens per watt.
The number of elements in D8 and S is the number of
Reinhart sky patches, which are subdivisions of Tregenza
sky patches (Bourgeois, Reinhart, & Ward, 2008).
In practice, the two-phase method in RADIANCE creates
matrices that relate the illuminance at any number of
points to sky conditions at any number of times:
E𝑣′ = 𝑘D8 S
(3)
where the bold terms represent matrices. For cases with
complex fenestration systems, other multi-phase methods
may replace the two-phase calculation.
Contrast Term
The contrast term of Equation (1) is a summation over a
set of glare sources. Conventional DGP or eDGPs
calculations identify these sources by searching within a
high dynamic range photograph or rendering. Our goal is
to deduce the position, size, and luminance of all glare
sources without rendering an image. Keeping in mind that
daylight glare sources result from direct views to the sun
and sky, we consider each patch of the Reinhart sky
subdivision as a potential glare source. The observed
luminance Lp of sky patch p with radiance sp and solid
angle ωp is:
𝐿𝑝 =

𝑘𝑑1𝑝 𝑠𝑝
𝜔𝑝 cos 𝜃𝑝

(4)

where d1p is the daylight coefficient for that sky patch
calculated by rcontrib with one ambient bounce. We
observe the following about d1p: First, the single ambient
bounce occurs off the sensor plane itself, so it does not
account for reflections from other objects. Thus, d1p is a
view factor from the observer to the sky patch and equals
zero for occluded patches. Second, d1p depends on
orientation; we use cosine weighting with the angle θp
between the view direction and the center of the sky patch
to maintain the view independence of Lp. Third, the
numerator in of Equation (4) has units of illuminance. We
divide by ωp to complete the conversion to luminance.
In the calculation of DGP or eDGPs, only parts of the field
of view with luminance above a threshold count as glare
sources. The luminance contribution of each sky patch
that we consider for the contrast term is then:

𝐿
if 𝐿𝑝 > 2000 cd/m2 and 𝜃𝑝 < 90°
𝐿′𝑝 = { 𝑝
(5)
0 otherwise
To complete the terms in Equation (1) without rendering
an image, we calculate the Guth position index Pp for the
centre of each sky patch relative to the current view
direction.
Annual Simulation
We use the luminance and illuminance calculation
methods described above to efficiently generate DGP
values for an entire year. This climate-based annual glare
simulation involves the following steps:
1. Calculate S for each hour of the year using
gendaymtx.
2. Calculate D8 for each view position and direction
using the two-phase method or a higher-order multiphase method in rcontrib.
3. Calculate D1 for the same view positions and
directions using the two-phase method in rcontrib.
4. Calculate 𝐸𝑣′ , L′p, ωp, and Pp for each hour and view,
and substitute these values in Equation (1) to
calculate DGP for each view at each hour. We
perform this step in a modified version of dctimestep.
Note that sp and d1p are entries in S and D1, respectively.
The output of our modified dctimestep is a single matrix
of DGP values where each row corresponds to one view
and each column represents one hour of the year.

Results
We compared the speed and accuracy of imageless DGP
to conventional DGP calculation, eDGPs, and DGP from
images created with two-phase method rendering.
Because of the excessive time required to simulate annual
DGP over many views using the other methods, we
limited those tests to either a single view or a single time
and extrapolated the time required for the full simulation.
For DGP and eDGPs simulations of a single time, we used
the rpict -S option to produce all renderings from one call
to rpict, resulting in faster simulation using cached
irradiance. For DGP simulations of a single point, we used
two-phase method rendering to produce 8760 hourly
images with rcontrib and dctimestep. Table 2 lists the
relevant simulation parameters in our tests, where the
rcontrib parameters apply both to imageless DGP and to
the two-phase rendering method.
Table 2: Simulation parameters
Parameter
Ambient accuracy (-aa)
Ambient bounces (-ab)
Ambient divisions (-ad)
Ambient resolution (-ar)
Ambient super-samples (-as)
Maximum ray reflections (-lr)
Minimum ray weight (-lw)
Image size (-x, -y)

rcontrib
0
8/1
50000
N/A
N/A
-10
2e-5
N/A

rpict / rtrace
0.13
7
2048
256
512
7
1e-3
300

We performed the comparison on a digital model of a
hypothetical 19 m × 10.9 m open-plan corner office space
with floor-to-ceiling windows on the south and east sides
(Figure 1). The room was furnished with desks, shelves,
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and computer monitors, as well as optional venetian
blinds. The room contained a grid of 819 sensor locations
with 0.5-m spacing located at a typical seated eye height
1.3 m above the floor. We considered eight equally
spaced viewing directions at each location for a total of
6552 views. Using TMY3 climate data for Minneapolis,
Minnesota, we considered 3508 occupied hours during a
typical year. Conventional DGP simulation of all hours
and views would require rendering 23 million images.

1

MBE =

1
∑ 𝐷𝐺𝑃𝑖 − 𝐷𝐺𝑃ref,𝑖
𝑛

(6)

𝑖

and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is:
1
2
RMSE = √ ∑(𝐷𝐺𝑃𝑖 − 𝐷𝐺𝑃ref,𝑖 )
𝑛
𝑖

(7)

102

103 cd/m2

Figure 2: View of the space without blinds (left) and
with blinds (right) at 11:30 on June 21 st.
12%
MBE

10%

RMSE

8%
Error

Figure 1: Open plan office space.
All tests ran on a Windows desktop with a 3.6 GHz Intel®
Core™ i7-7700 processor with 4.2 GHz overclocking,
16 GB memory, and a solid-state drive. For Accelerad’s
GPU-based computations, the machine had an NVIDIA®
Quadro RTX™ 8000 graphics card with 4608 CUDA®
cores and 48 GB GDDR6 memory.
Accuracy
We compare the accuracy of imageless DGP to other DGP
methods for both annual and spatial variation. The annual
value is measured for a single east-facing view (Figure 2)
for all occupied hours (8 AM to 6 PM accounting for
daylight savings time). The January 1st and June 21st
values are measured for all 6552 views at a single time on
a dim overcast and bright sunny day, respectively.
We make comparisons to both conventional DGP and
eDGPs because both methods are commonly used in
practice. For the annual case, we calculate conventional
DGP on images created with two-phase rendering and
eDGPs on zero-ambient-bounce rpict renderings using
rtrace to calculate Ev. For the point-in-time cases, we use
rpict with the -S option for both DGP and the rendering
pass in eDGPs. These methods do not produce identical
results, so we also compare DGP and eDGPs to gage the
error magnitude already present in commonly used
methods. Figure 3 presents the comparison of accuracy
among these three methods. The mean bias error (MBE)
is:

10

6%
4%
2%
0%
Imageless Imageless
DGP
Imageless Imageless
DGP
vs DGP vs eDGPs vs eDGPs vs DGP vs eDGPs vs eDGPs

without blinds
Annual
Jan. 1, 11:30

with blinds
Jun. 21, 11:30

Figure 3: Accuracy of imageless DGP compared to
conventional DGP and eDGPs.
The accuracy of imageless DGP lies within the range
previously found for other prediction methods. MBE is
less than 8% and RMSE is less than 10% for the
investigated cases. The lowest errors occur between
imageless DGP and annual DGP calculated via the twophase method, which also uses a discretized sky. Figure 4
shows the correlation between DGP, eDGPs, and
imageless DGP for each of the tests from Figure 3. Errors
that occur for DGP values below 20% are caused by the
increased contribution of ground reflectance to glare at
low light levels. Because the ground is treated as a single
patch, it is not localized as well by imageless DGP as by
other methods, but its low reflected luminance is also
unlikely to cause glare.
Our method’s accuracy could depend on the number of
patches in the sky division because smaller patches will
match the Perez sky in rpict with greater fidelity (Perez,
Seals, & Michalsky, 1993). Figure 5 presents the MBE
and RMSE for imageless DGP depending on the number
of sky patches. Notably, all MBE values are less than 1%,
even for the coarsest sky subdivision.
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Figure 4: Imageless DGP plotted against conventional DGP and eDGPs for each test.
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MBE

RMSE

577
patches

2605
patches

Error

6%
4%
2%
0%
145
patches

577
patches

2605
patches

without blinds
Annual
Jan. 1, 11:30

145
patches

with blinds
Jun. 21, 11:30

Figure 5: Accuracy of imageless DGP compared to 5185
sky patches.
Speed
We averaged the run times over ten trials for imageless
DGP with each level of sky subdivision and present the
results in Table 3. These times include gendaymtx,
rcontrib for both one and eight ambient bounces, and our
modified version of dctimestep. We used both classic
RADIANCE and Accelerad versions of rcontrib, although
our modified dctimestep is not parallelized.

For comparison, we extrapolate the time necessary to
calculate DGP for all 6552 views at all 3508 occupied
hours using other methods (Table 3). We also include
naïve rendering of a single image with the settings in
Table 2 for reference.
Of the other methods we tested, the fastest method to
achieve a full spatial glare autonomy calculation is
repeated point-in-time eDGPs, which we project to take
83 core-days without blinds or 164 core-days with blinds.
Imageless DGP achieves similar results in two minutes,
representing a 58,300-fold speedup without blinds and a
133,000-fold speedup with blinds. Furthermore, our
matrix-based method produces results for all 8760 hours
of the year, including unoccupied hours, which we do not
factor into the extrapolations for other methods.
Memory
Memory use is another limiting factor for annual and
spatial simulations. For annual simulations using
conventional DGP and eDGPs, it is not necessary to
preserve the rendering from each timestep after
calculating its DGP, so the memory requirement is just the
size of a single high-dynamic range image, typically one
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Table 3: Simulation time and memory requirement for DGP calculation methods
Method

Imageless DGP

145 sky patches
577 sky patches
2305 sky patches
5185 sky patches

RADIANCE (minutes)
Without Blinds
25.2
28.1
43.4
67.3

Accelerad (minutes)

With Blinds
Without Blinds
25.1
2.1
27.1
5.5
39.3
22.0
58.1
49.4

Per Simulation
2-phase DGP
Annual single point
eDGPs
DGP
Point-in-time
eDGPs
Naïve rendering of single image

Without Blinds
8.1 hours
54 hours
1.3 hours
34.2 minutes
5.2 minutes

Point-in-Time DGP (Noon, June 21st)

With Blinds
1.8
4.1
15.8
34.9

Disk Space
(bytes)
38,306,740
151,649,716
605,021,523
1,360,641,363

Extrapolated

With Blinds
Without Blinds
8.1 hours
6 years
308 hours
40 years
4.1 hours
186 days
1.1 hours
83 days
36.6 minutes
229 years

With Blinds
6 years
230 years
600 days
164 days
1600 years

1,625,088,933
~2,000
1,585,107,134
190,204,820
~2,000

Glare Autonomy (Annual)

0%
100%
0%
100%
Figure 6: Spatial mappings of DGP (left) and GA (right) using coloured arrows arrayed at each sensor point.
to two megabytes. For the remaining methods, it is
necessary to store multiple intermediate images or
matrices. The last column of Table 3 lists the disk space
requirement for each method from our tests.

Discussion
Imageless calculation offers a significant speedup over
conventional glare prediction methods while providing
similar accuracy. It can therefore be useful for daylighting
design and analysis. In this section, we discuss possible
uses of imageless glare calculations and make
recommendations for practitioners.
Glare Autonomy
We define a new term, glare autonomy, as the fraction of
occupied hours that a view is free of glare. We consider
the view free of glare when DGP is below a user-defined
threshold, such as 40%. Calculating glare autonomy
requires annual calculation of DGP for each occupant
position and view direction under consideration. While
the idea of glare autonomy can already be found to a
limited extent in EN 17037, the ability to calculate it
quickly using a personal computer is new. Glare
autonomy can be displayed by mapping it to positions and
view directions, as with the colored arrows in Figure 6.
If we set a target for the maximum number of hours that
DGP can exceed the threshold, we can also define spatial

glare autonomy as the fraction of views in the space that
achieve that target. Following the conventions for
daylight autonomy, we abbreviate glare autonomy for a
threshold of 40% DGP as GA40%, and the corresponding
spatial glare autonomy with a target of 5% of occupied
hours as sGA40%,5%.
Other Glare Metrics
Imageless calculation may be applied to glare metrics
other than DGP. Using much the same process as already
described, CGI can be calculated with the additional
direct vertical illuminance term:
𝐸𝑑′ = 𝑘𝐷1 ∙ 𝑆
(8)
VCP can be calculated using an approximation of mean
luminance similar to that proposed by Jakubiec (2018):
𝐸𝑣′
(9)
𝜋
DGI and UGR require an approximation of the
background luminance:
𝐿𝑎 =

𝐸𝑣′ − 𝐸𝑑′ 𝑘
(10)
= (𝐷8 − 𝐷1 ) ∙ 𝑆
𝜋
𝜋
Thus, we provide a generalized method to linearize
calculation of annual visual comfort metrics without the
time-consuming rendering step.
𝐿𝑏 =
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Recommendations
It is often tempting to use fast computational methods for
expedience, so users must understand when such methods
apply. Imageless DGP presumes that the sun and sky are
the only sources of glare in a space. Brightly reflecting
floors, ground surfaces, or bodies of water may limit the
accuracy of imageless DGP. Although it supports direct
views of the sun, it should not be used for spaces with
specular reflections or light-redirecting fenestration
systems. As with two-phase rendering, it may not
perceive the sun as a glare source through electrochromic
glazing. Nonetheless, imageless DGP can determine
when blinds or electrochromic glazing might be necessary
based on simulation performed without them.
Designers must always ask whether spatial metrics are
relevant. We warn against the overuse of spatial metrics
because they can hide the causes of glare issues. In some
cases, such as comparisons of visual comfort over many
parametric design options, use of spatial metrics to
condense a large amount of data is unavoidable (Jones &
Reinhart, 2018). In other cases, glare autonomy maps
(Figure 6) may be more useful to inform design decisions.
There is a tendency when using gridded sensor arrays to
give equal weighting to all sensors. However, even in
spaces with flexible furniture arrangements, designers
should consider that some areas are more likely than
others to be occupied. When view locations and directions
are known or can reasonably be guessed, these views
should be given additional or exclusive weight in spatial
calculations. For example, in a classroom, one might only
consider view directions within a few degrees of the frontfacing direction (Konis, 2017). For clarity, we
recommend nomenclature that references view direction;
for instance, the range of space that reaches 40% DGP for
no more than 5% of occupied hours considering only eastfacing view might be written sGA40%,5%,east.
One advantage of imageless DGP calculation is the ability
to consider multiple thresholds or parameter settings. Our
method retains evalglare’s ability to modify settings such
as brightness threshold that affect its sensitivity to
contrast (Pierson, Wienold, & Bodart, 2018). Given that
glare tolerance varies based on situation and culture, it is
also useful to consider multiple DGP thresholds and
exceedances beyond sGA40%,5%. The 5% exceedance limit
proposed by EN 17037 is originally based on a standard
for thermal comfort, rather than any study of glare
tolerance (Wienold, 2009b). With faster calculations, we
may be able to develop evidence-based standards for
annual tolerance of visual discomfort.

Conclusion
Our method can quickly determine the glare autonomy of
a point or the spatial glare autonomy of an entire space,
floor, or building. The accuracy of imageless DGP is
similar to that of conventional DGP calculations from
two-phase renderings, and as such, the time savings of our
method is well worth any numerical inaccuracy.
With the introduction of EN 17037, annual DGP
calculation will soon become a mainstay of daylighting

design. As currently presented in that standard, it is up to
the designer to predict locations of problematic glare. The
new ability through imageless DGP to quickly generate
spatial glare maps for any hour of the year can enhance
designers’ ability to detect and mitigate visual discomfort
issues. This is in keeping with the greater goal to
encourage accurate user experience analysis of buildings
early in the design process when there are more
opportunities to positively affect building performance.
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